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Assad’s Lethal Peace Deals
MOHAMMED ALAA GHAnEM

On the night of April 7, 2018, the Assad regime carried out the largest chemical attack 

since its infamous 2013 sarin massacre, killing over seventy civilians and causing over 

nine hundred suffocation cases within hours. One week later, a US-British-French coalition 

responded with missile strikes knocking out three key facilities linked to the Assad regime’s 

chemical program. These strikes were beneficial in that they introduced at least a modicum 

of deterrence from further chemical attacks. Policy debate and global public opinion then 

turned to other matters.

But inside Syria, the negative impacts of the Assad regime’s deadly chemical massacre were 

strongly felt, and they continue to reverberate to this day.

The massacre was perpetrated in the town of Douma, the largest suburb east of the 

capital, Damascus, and at that time the last town in the capital’s East Ghouta suburbs 

to resist regime control. The town had been part of a yearlong local ceasefire linked to 

Russian-declared “de-escalation zones,” before Russia shattered its own ceasefire with 

a scorched-earth air campaign from February to March 2018 that left 1,500 dead. This 

relentless assault left most of the once-extensive opposition communities in East Ghouta 

displaced or conquered by the Assad regime, except for Douma, where a new ceasefire 

had been signed.

This was the context for the April 2018 chemical attack on the town of Douma: it was 

both a violation of a local ceasefire recently arranged for Douma and the culmination 

of a monthlong military campaign that shattered a local ceasefire for the larger Ghouta 

region. The chemical attack achieved its goal despite US retaliatory strikes. Within days, to 

stem further bloodshed, rebels in Douma were forced to accept a new local ceasefire that 

mandated their departure and the town’s return to regime control.

In the weeks that followed, the Assad regime and Russia used the example set in East 

Ghouta, particularly Douma, to parlay other long-standing local ceasefires into forced 

displacement of pro-opposition populations, including

•	 the	southern	neighborhoods	of	Damascus,

•	 the	mountainous	Qalamoun	region	north	of	Damascus,

•	 and	a	collection	of	towns	near	the	central	Syrian	city	of	Homs.
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More recently, the Assad regime, with heavy involvement of Iranian proxy militias and close 

air support from Russia, has launched an existential assault on the so-called de-escalation 

zone in southwest Syria. This zone covers opposition territories in the Syrian provinces of 

Daraa	and	Quneitra	and	was	negotiated	directly	between	US	president	Donald	Trump	and	

Russian president Vladimir Putin—the Assad regime’s main backer—a year ago. As tanks 

carrying Assad regime forces and Iranian proxy fighters rumbled toward the front lines of 

the Daraa de-escalation zone in June 2018, regime warplanes dropped minatory leaflets 

opining, “Your brothers in East Ghouta made the right choice and helped the Syrian Army 

remove the militants,” clearly implying that what happened in Ghouta before this desperate 

decision was made could happen again in Daraa.

One year later, thousands of civilians have died and tens of thousands have been displaced, 

while Iranian militias are on the cusp of acquiring a border with the major Jordanian and 

Israeli population centers that abut Daraa. Local ceasefires are to blame. It is, therefore, time 

to lift the veil on the false allure of Syria’s local ceasefires.

Background

American policy makers and diplomatic officials worldwide often show a highly flawed 

understanding of the local deals between the Assad regime and Syrian opposition groups. 

These deals, typically referred to as “local ceasefires” or “evacuations,” often earn praise for 

temporarily reducing violence or suffering in a given locale. UN humanitarian operations 

coordinator John Ging, for instance, praised the so-called evacuation agreement that evicted 

residents	from	the	city	of	Homs	in	mid-2014	as	“evidence	of	what	can	be	done.”1

Policy analysts have similarly pointed to local ceasefires as a potential way forward. In 

2014,	former	Obama	administration	officials	Steven	Simon	and	Jonathan	Stevenson	

praised	the	Homs	ceasefire	as	an	exemplar	of	“the	classic	‘inkblot’	strategy”	in	which	

“such ceasefires could turn into more lasting arrangements for local governance.”2 

Carnegie’s Yezid Sayigh similarly argued that a national ceasefire would “embolden and 

empower civilian communities . . .  making it harder for their leaders and commanders 

to order a return to armed conflict.”3 This effusive praise minimized the fact that this 

evacuation came after years of siege and starvation; in fact, this premature approbation may 

have signaled to the regime that starvation campaigns leading to local ceasefires would be 

tolerated by the international community.

These analyses, however, fundamentally misunderstand the origins and purposes of local 

ceasefires. Such ceasefires serve two core purposes for the Assad regime. First, they enable 

the regime to regain control of areas—especially densely populated urban areas—that it 

cannot defeat militarily, by surrounding and starving the population until local rebels 

agree	to	forced	population	transfers.	This	has	occurred	in	the	province	of	Homs	and	in	

many suburbs of Damascus. Even in sprawling rural or semiurban areas where residents 

file:///F:/AppData/Local/Temp/.%20https:/www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-crisis-homs/syrian-army-moves-into-rebel-free-homs-starts-de-mining-operation-idUSBREA4806Q20140509
http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2014/09/26/how-stabilize-syria/
http://carnegie-mec.org/2014/09/18/to-confront-islamic-state-seek-truce-in-syria
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can undermine a full starvation siege, local ceasefires help the regime achieve its ultimate 

conquest.

Second, local ceasefires relieve the Assad regime’s severe manpower shortage. Due to its 

status as a minority regime4 that advances the interests of the minority Alawite sect (all 

the while exploiting the Alawites), Assad regime forces have been severely outnumbered 

throughout the Syrian conflict. This means that the regime “must pick its battles, fighting 

aggressively in some places and just holding on in others.”5 In recent months, a number 

of areas that were party to local ceasefire agreements were attacked anew and conquered, 

especially	the	East	Ghouta	and	northern	Homs	de-escalation	zones,	two	of	four	such	zones	

declared by Russia in 2017.

Homs: The Ceasefire That Left a Ghost Town

The	city	of	Homs	was	the	first	major	case	of	sectarian	cleansing	following	a	long-term	siege	

and local ceasefire. The city emerged as a center of the prodemocracy protests in 2011, 

earning the moniker “Capital of the Revolution.” By early 2012, the strong revolutionary 

sentiment	in	Homs	had	led	to	the	expulsion	of	regime	troops	from	most	of	the	city’s	

neighborhoods. But from 2012 to 2013 the regime gradually tightened its stranglehold on 

the	city,	and	by	mid-2014	residents	had	gone	without	humanitarian	access	for	years.	Many	

civilians were reduced to subsisting on tree leaves, weeds, and garbage scavenged from 

the	rubble	of	bombardments.	A	final	regime	offensive	in	April	2014—not very different at 

its outset from developments in Daraa today—forced rebels faced with the threat of total 

extermination to agree to a ceasefire and evacuation the following month.

The	Homs	ceasefire	was	fraught	with	problems	from	the	beginning	and	can	hardly	be	

classified as a ceasefire at all, being better classified as a surrender and forced displacement. 

However,	in	part	due	to	laudatory	UN	statements	regarding	the	outcome	in	Homs,	local	

ceasefires were presented to Western policy makers as a potential solution to the conflict 

around this time.

An	anecdote	circulating	at	the	time	is	telling.	Within	a	week	after	the	Homs	deal,	a	

displaced former resident returned to her home neighborhood, which had been a center 

of opposition activity, and was pleasantly surprised to find her house intact. She briefly 

returned to her temporary residence to prepare the move back home, and then returned 

to	Homs	only	to	find	that	the	house	had	been	thoroughly	looted.	When	she	tried	to	move	

back anyway, proregime paramilitaries associated with Assad’s National Defense Forces 

showed up at her door and demanded that she leave. She returned to the refugee camp, her 

prospects of coming home more distant than ever.

The circumstances in this case strongly suggest that the paramilitaries had looted and 

taken	over	this	former	Homs	resident’s	home,	and	indeed	many	incidents	of	looting	were	

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/perspectives/PE100/PE115/RAND_PE115.pdf
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/the-syrian-regimes-military-solution-to-the-war
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caught	on	camera.	The	last	rebel	fighters	to	leave	Homs	captured	video	of	regime	soldiers	

removing valuable cooking gas canisters from private residences. Other video footage 

showed regime forces, dressed in military fatigues, assembling the looted canisters in a 

central area.

The	looting	in	Homs	had	strong	sectarian	undertones.	Following	the	forced	displacement	

of	Homsis	during	the	ceasefires	and	earlier	regime	military	victories,	items	stolen	from	

their homes reappeared at markets in proregime areas at bargain prices. Locals referred to 

these as “Sunni markets” because regime supporters often come from Assad’s Alawite sect 

and regard the Syrian uprising as a revolt by the country’s Sunni majority. At the markets, 

Western journalists have observed buyers and sellers alike refer to the merchandise as 

“spoils of war.”6

Furthermore,	while	the	eviction	of	one	Homs	resident	is	merely	an	anecdote,	evidence	

points to a systematic effort to displace residents. On July 5, 2013, a suspicious fire broke out 

at	the	Land	Registry	building	in	Homs.	Only	the	top	floors,	which	housed	the	land	registry	

archives	for	Homs	residents,	were	affected.	Regime	troops	stationed	on	the	lower	floors	did	

not respond to the fire. With the destruction of the land archives, all records of residency 

for	displaced	Homs	residents	were	wiped	out,	leaving	former	residents	dependent	on	the	

regime’s good graces for their right to return home.

In most cases, such good graces were not forthcoming. A report by the Syria Institute that 

includes	interviews	with	displaced	Homs	residents	quotes	one	interviewee	as	saying	that	

Homsis	need	regime	permission	to	return	home	and	that	most	displaced	residents	“do	

not dare to ask.”7 In the years since the sectarian cleansing, numerous media reports have 

described	the	former	opposition	areas	of	Homs	as	a	“ghost	town.”8

Yet the Assad regime’s efforts extend beyond population displacement and into demographic 

re-engineering. To replace the predominantly Sunni anti-Assad residents who fled, Iran 

has	purchased	large	tracts	of	land	in	the	southern	suburbs	of	Homs,	where	rebel	fighters	

had	a	strong	presence	until	Hezbollah—Iran’s Lebanese Shiite proxy—dislodged them in 

mid-2013.	Local	leaders	in	former	opposition	neighborhoods	of	Homs	have	also	reported	

resettlement of Alawite families in their areas.

“Kneel or Starve” in Damascus Suburbs

The Damascus suburbs similarly saw widespread starvation sieges followed by local 

ceasefires and then sectarian cleansing. In these regions the regime’s manpower-related 

motive for local ceasefires comes into focus, as these densely populated areas often 

proved highly resistant to regime conquest. To help relieve its manpower shortage, the 

regime was particularly keen on neutralizing potential launch points for a rebel assault 

on Damascus.9

file:///F:/../../../AppData/Local/Library/Containers/com.apple.mail/Data/Library/Mail%20Downloads/Downloads/Solomon,%20Erika,%20and%20Editing%20By%20Ralph%20Boulton.%20%22In%20Syria’s%20Homs,%20sectarian%20spoils%20of%20war%20at%20bargain%20prices.%22%20Reuters.%20June%2019,%202012.%20Accessed%20December%2017,%202017.%20https:/www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-crisis-shopping/in-syrias-homs-sectarian-spoils-of-war-at-bargain-prices-idUSBRE85I0G020120619.
http://syriainstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/PAX_REPORT_Homs_FINAL_web_single_page.pdf
http://syriainstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/PAX_REPORT_Homs_FINAL_web_single_page.pdf
http://www.bostonherald.com/news/international/2016/02/syrias_onetime_capital_of_the_revolution_now_a_ghost_town
http://civilsociety-centre.org/resource/research-summary-report-local-truces-and-ceasefires
http://civilsociety-centre.org/resource/research-summary-report-local-truces-and-ceasefires
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Rebels, particularly in the southern suburbs of Damascus, had launched a massive assault on 

Damascus in the summer of 2012, throwing the regime into disarray. Although the regime 

was able to recover and stop the assault, it suffered massive losses in northern and eastern 

Syria while frantically redeploying toward the capital. The regime’s ability to cut off supplies 

to an area and then coerce local populations near Damascus into ceasefires with the brutal 

choice of “kneel or starve” allowed the regime later to regain the initiative in northern 

Syria, especially in the Aleppo area.

Particularly grueling sieges took place in southern Damascus, due in part to this area’s 

strategic importance. Sieges in areas such as Moadamiya, Daraya, Yarmouk, and Babbila 

began in late 2012 and were gradually tightened throughout 2013. The first local ceasefire 

to be signed in this area, and perhaps in all of Syria, was in the town of Moadamiya in 

October 2013, after locals had been—as	in	Homs—reduced to eating grass and leaves to 

survive before they finally succumbed.10 The strategy became known as “kneel or starve” 

because regime troops wrote this phrase on the walls of checkpoints blocking food access 

to affected towns. The Yarmouk Palestinian refugee camp and nearby Babbila capitulated in 

early	2014,	with	tens	of	thousands	flocking	to	receive	the	first	aid	shipment	to	Yarmouk	in	a	

scene that drew global attention to the camp’s plight. Daraya refused a similar ceasefire and 

was subjected to intensive bombardment, earning the grim moniker “the Capital of Barrel 

Bombs.”

Although these deals were closer to surrenders than ceasefires, they were tolerated, if not 

supported, by many in the international community. Nonetheless, they at least initially did 

not lead to forced displacement. But because they were so asymmetrical, they were subject 

to a ratcheting effect. Local councils and fighters in various suburbs only agreed to local 

ceasefires because the regime had blocked all access to food. While ceasefires were supposed 

to restore food access, they in no way impeded the regime’s ability to restrict it anew. At any 

time, the regime had the ability to reinstate the siege and extract further concessions from 

starving populations. Local ceasefires thus helped cement the starvation sieges that had 

brought them about in the first place and further weakened the rebels.

For instance, regime forces initially offered food to the people of Moadamiya on the 

condition that rebels cease attacks and fly the flag of the Assad regime. But the demands 

escalated over time, so that by the end of the process, rebels had been coerced into leaving 

urban centers and relinquishing their heavy weapons. In Yarmouk, civilians were again dying 

of starvation only weeks into a ceasefire after the regime reneged on its promise of restoring 

aid access. And in nearby Babbila, the regime drastically curtailed aid access after residents 

refused regime demands—not in the original ceasefire deal—that troops be allowed to use 

a local police station as a base.

Despite the ceasefires signed in Yarmouk and Babbila, the two areas remained under siege. 

Conditions	worsened	when	ISIS	set	up	a	base	in	the	adjoining	Hajar	al-Aswad	neighborhood	

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/07/opinion/what-its-like-to-survive-a-sarin-gas-attack.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/07/opinion/what-its-like-to-survive-a-sarin-gas-attack.html
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and used that base to attack Yarmouk. An evacuation agreement saw hundreds of residents 

leave	Yarmouk	to	escape	the	siege	in	early	2014,11 and a second agreement resulted in further 

evacuations in 2016.12 Yarmouk, home to around 160,000 Palestinians before the war, 

now houses just a few hundred civilians, according to UN estimates. Meanwhile, the 

humanitarian situation in Babbila and its environs deteriorated so dramatically that the 

town’s representatives approached the regime for a new ceasefire in early 2015.13

The regime also reneged on the ceasefire in Moadamiya, but only after forcing tens of 

thousands of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) to return to the town, increasing the 

population from around six thousand to over forty-five thousand, in a move widely viewed 

by activists as an attempt to overwhelm the town’s local council. In April 2015, despite 

the	ceasefire	that	was	supposed	to	be	in	effect	in	Moadamiya,	regime	negotiator	Hassan	

Gandour issued a chilling ultimatum to the town’s residents:

All residents, whether civilians, political opposition or “Free Army” armed opposition 

must be evacuated unless the town returns to the bosom of the state in all senses of the 

term. If there is no mechanism to return the town to the bosom of the state . . .  within at 

most fifteen days from the transmission of this message, then any individual found inside 

the town takes his life into his hands.

I recognize and speak now to the half-men, the semi-humans, who broker in blood and 

in crises, that you have triumphed and achieved your goal. But I warn you that one battle 

will not win the war; yes, it is a war, a war you wanted, and I swear to the Almighty God 

by the anguished cries of our women, children and fellow residents that we will take 

revenge and make you regret what you have done to our nation.14

The regime reinstated a full siege on Moadamiya in August 2015, and, buoyed by the 

Russian intervention in Syria the following month, resumed attacks on the town at the 

end of that year. Renewed attacks on Moadamiya enabled Russian and regime forces to cut 

the road between Moadamiya and neighboring Daraya in January 2016, which tightened 

the siege of Daraya. Three months later, under heavy diplomatic pressure, the regime 

briefly allowed humanitarian aid in to the starving civilians of Daraya before launching a 

blistering military offensive—with over two hundred barrel bombs dropped in the first five 

days—which led to the sectarian cleansing of the town in August 2016.15

As	in	Homs	in	2014,	rebels	in	Daraya	agreed	in	2016	to	a	ceasefire	and	evacuation	only	after	

the regime made clear that the alternative was extermination. The regime demanded that 

Daraya residents relocate to Idlib, where hard-line elements are stronger, and where rebels 

from	Daraya	affiliated	with	the	Free	Syrian	Army	were	eventually	abducted	by	al-Qaeda	

militants. Reports from Daraya after the sectarian cleansing indicated that family members 

of	fighters	from	Harakat	al-Nujaba,	an	Iran-backed	Iraqi	militia	with	strong	Shiite	extremist	

https://en.zamanalwsl.net/news/3511.html
http://www.aljazeera.net/news/arabic/2017/5/7/بدء-إجلاء-جرحى-ومدنيين-من-مخيم-اليرموك-بدمشق
https://en.zamanalwsl.net/news/9090.html
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/foreign-policy/239169-the-nail-in-the-coffin-for-local-ceasefires-in-syria
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/27/world/middleeast/syria-daraya-falls-symbol-rebellion.html?mtrref=www.google.com&gwh=22F749B24AD5312535BD628CC43BFE8E&gwt=pay
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leanings, had supplanted local residents. About three hundred Moadamiya residents with 

Daraya origins were also evacuated to Idlib in September 2016.

Conquered Towns That Signed Local Ceasefires

In the case of Moadamiya, an agreed-upon ceasefire enabled the regime to concentrate 

its firepower on a neighboring town, renege on the ceasefire, and eventually conquer the 

nearby town. But in other cases, towns and neighborhoods that signed ceasefires were 

themselves overrun, their populations forcibly displaced years after initial ceasefire deals 

with Assad were signed. Ironically, many policy analysts who supported the local ceasefire 

concept	when	it	first	came	into	vogue	in	2014	cited	these	towns,	which	were	to	be	displaced	

years later, as examples of successful local ceasefires.

For	instance,	a	London	School	of	Economics	study	in	2014	concluded	that	the	ceasefire	

in the Barzeh neighborhood of Damascus was “closer to a win-win situation”16
—an outcome 

that, as the authors neglected to mention, hinged on the rebels’ successful leveraging of 

their ability to block a key highway. Yet even in this neighborhood, problems emerged 

from the beginning. I responded to the study at the time by highlighting the dangers of 

the	Barzeh	ceasefire	in	an	article	titled	“The	U.N	Is	Walking	into	a	Trap	in	Syria—Here’s	

How	to	Avoid	It”:

Last week, a spokesman from the Barzeh Local Council denounced the regime for 

violating ceasefire terms. According to the spokesman, the regime has not withdrawn 

troops from the area and conducts regular arrest raids against civilians. Fuel supplies 

are running out, U.N. aid is being redirected, and the regime troop presence is actually 

increasing. Such a scenario is quite far from a “win-win situation.”17

It turned out that the regime was using the ceasefire as a strategic military tool. In early 

2017, some three years after the initial ceasefire was put in place, and with the regime 

feeling renewed confidence following its conquest of Aleppo, regime forces attacked 

and	seized	Barzeh	along	with	the	neighboring	towns	of	Qabun	and	Tishrin	and	forced	

thousands to depart for Idlib18 in a new round of ceasefire agreements. This outcome was 

especially dangerous because it removed key smuggling routes from Damascus to the East 

Ghouta suburbs from opposition control, leading to a dramatic worsening of the siege on 

the East Ghouta de-escalation zone and threatening over four hundred thousand civilians 

with starvation.

A	similarly	tragic	outcome	prevailed	in	the	Homs	neighborhood	of	Waer,	which	was	cited	

by	Simon	and	Stevenson	in	2014	as	a	“workable	modus	vivendi”	and	an	exemplar	of	their	

proposed “inkblot” strategy, in which “ceasefires turn into more lasting arrangements for 

local governance.” Yet the siege of Waer—the	last	opposition-held	neighborhood	in	Homs	

after	the	2014	Homs	ceasefire—was never fully lifted, and bombardments never entirely 

http://www.lse.ac.uk/website-archive/newsAndMedia/PDF/Syriareport.pdf
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mohammed-alaa-ghanem/the-un-is-walking-into-a-_b_6194760.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mohammed-alaa-ghanem/the-un-is-walking-into-a-_b_6194760.html
https://www.newsdeeply.com/syria/articles/2017/05/18/syria-its-not-a-truce-until-government-tanks-are-in-the-square
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ceased. In December 2015, some seven hundred residents left Waer in an evacuation made 

necessary by three years of starvation.19 And in March 2017, Waer was emptied of its ten 

thousand inhabitants in another evacuation sparked by intensive Russian air strikes.20 At 

present, the town is under the control of the Assad regime.

A third location in which the regime attacked and forcibly displaced the population is Wadi 

Barada (Barada Valley). In Wadi Barada, the ceasefire was more informal, but the basic 

agreement was clear to both sides: if the regime tried to attack the Wadi, locals would close 

Fijeh Spring, which provided drinking water to Damascus. Engineers at Fijeh Spring became 

de facto mediators21 in the informal ceasefire between the Assad regime and rebel forces in 

Wadi, relaying messages between the two sides as well as providing daily updates on the 

status of the spring.

But in Wadi Barada, as in Barzeh and Waer, the regime felt emboldened by its conquest 

of Aleppo to ignore a long-standing agreement with residents in the area and launch a 

fresh assault. Indeed, soon after the fall of Aleppo in December 2016, regime forces began 

intimating to the residents of Wadi that they would soon meet the fate of Aleppines. The 

regime spread a false rumor that Wadi residents were about to poison the spring, and then 

initiated a fierce bombing campaign that appeared to target the spring and nearby aquifer.22 

In January 2017, regime forces bombed the aquifer, causing massive and perhaps irreparable 

damage23 to the Damascus water supply. Because Wadi lies close to the stronghold of the 

Iranian	proxy	Hezbollah	in	Lebanon,	Hezbollah	was	also	deeply	involved	in	this	offensive.	

As	Syrian	and	Hezbollah	forces	slowly	advanced,	locals	were	forced	to	surrender;	some	two	

thousand Wadi residents were evacuated from their homes on January 30, and the area 

returned to regime control.24

Local Ceasefires and the Starvation of Madaya

Local ceasefires are appealing because they at least temporarily reduce human suffering 

in	affected	communities.	However,	a	ceasefire	signed	not	far	from	Wadi	Barada,	in	the	

mountain town of Zadabani in September 2015, did not even meet this basic standard. 

Syrian	and	Hezbollah	forces	launched	their	final	assault	on	Zabadani	in	July	2015,	

unleashing a barrage of barrel bombs that United Nations envoy to Syria Staffan de 

Mistura blamed for “unprecedented levels of destruction and many deaths among the 

civilian population.”25	The	Assad	regime	and	Hezbollah	gradually	advanced	on	Zabadani	

throughout July, while issuing periodic warnings for rebels to “surrender or die.”26 After two 

more months of fighting, rebels were forced into a United Nations–sponsored ceasefire in 

September.

Under the terms of the ceasefire,27 rebels and “their family members who wished to leave” 

were to evacuate Zabadani for Idlib, while “hostile measures such as . . .  closing the roads 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-35048404
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/03/rebels-leave-al-waer-district-evacuation-deal-170318094703849.html
http://syriadirect.org/news/wadi-barada-uses-water-spring-to-keep-regime-invasion-at-bay/
http://syriadirect.org/news/wadi-barada-uses-water-spring-to-keep-regime-invasion-at-bay/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABEFRxSVpbE
https://www.thedailybeast.com/assads-newest-war-tactic-dehydration
https://www.thedailybeast.com/assads-newest-war-tactic-dehydration
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/01/30/syrian-rebels-evacuated-besieged-wadi-barada-government-forces/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-33624215
https://www.almasdarnews.com/article/syrian-army-and-hezbollah-on-the-edge-of-downtown-al-zabadani/
http://www.all4syria.info/Archive/253184
http://www.alhadathnews.net/archives/165130
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to Madaya” were to cease. But rather than honor these terms, proregime forces, particularly 

Hezbollah,	took	far	more	sinister	steps.

After	most	rebel	fighters	had	left	Zabadani	for	Idlib,	Hezbollah	moved	into	the	city	center	

and forced thousands of Syrian civilians to leave Zabadani for the neighboring town of 

Madaya. Some forcibly displaced Zabadani residents were explicitly told that they were 

being sent to Madaya to die from starvation.28 Just three months later, under a stifling siege, 

Madaya residents were reduced to eating leaves, stray animals, bugs, and trash to survive. 

Horrifying	images	from	Madaya	of	skeletally	thin	children	starving	to	death	and	crying	for	

food triggered global outrage.29

By	the	time	heavy	diplomatic	pressure	forced	the	Assad	regime	and	Hezbollah	to	allow	in	a	

UN aid convoy, dozens of civilians had already died from starvation. Furthermore, despite 

the aid convoy, the suffering of civilians continued in the city, and numerous children30 

were seriously wounded31	after	being	shot	by	Hezbollah	snipers	while	attempting	desperate	

escapes. By late 2016, Save the Children was reporting a rise in child suicide attempts32 in 

Madaya due to the ironclad siege. An evacuation deal was finally reached in March 2017,33 

leading thousands to be removed from Madaya and Zabadani the following month.34 Some 

residents of Kafraya and Fua in northern Syria, which were under siege by rebel hard-liners, 

were also moved out in what was dubbed the “Four Towns Agreement.”

UN Culpability

While local ceasefires have seldom improved the plight of civilians in the long term, 

rebels and local councils had little choice but to agree to them in the face of overwhelming 

suffering	and	pressure	from	starving	civilians.	However,	the	United	Nations,	which	is	not	

subject to such pressures and has many options regarding local ceasefires, has been remiss. 

UN diplomats and aid officials have tacitly encouraged Assad’s “starve or surrender” tactics 

in a number of ways.

First, the UN has consistently failed to condemn regime sieges. During its Geneva 

diplomatic talks on Syria in February 2016, the UN Security Council passed a resolution 

that mentioned then-besieged Daraya by name and demanded aid access.35 In May 2016, 

Secretary of State John Kerry even set a June 1 deadline for access,36 with the implication 

that humanitarian airdrops by the United States would be on the table unless the UN was 

granted humanitarian access.

The regime met the deadline by allowing in only enough aid to feed a quarter of Daraya’s 

residents. UN officials stood by as regime operatives removed high-protein items from the 

aid packages, which reduced their overall effectiveness. UN officials didn’t have to simply 

sit by as the regime gutted their aid convoy; they could have threatened to withdraw the 

https://news.vice.com/article/children-are-eating-leaves-off-the-trees-the-nightmare-of-the-siege-of-madaya-syria
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/08/world/middleeast/madaya-syria-starvation.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/08/world/middleeast/madaya-syria-starvation.html?_r=0
https://twitter.com/paradoxy13/status/770278894763147264
http://syriadirect.org/news/mother-of-9-year-old-girl-targeted-by-a-sniper’s-bullet-calls-for-evacuation-from-madaya-‘she-is-in-urgent-need-of-trauma-surgery’/
http://www.savethechildren.org.uk/2016-09/increase-child-suicide-attempts-madaya-sieges-worsen-across-syria
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/03/29/evacuation-deal-reached-four-besieged-syrian-towns-civilians/
http://www.cnn.com/2017/04/14/middleeast/syria-evacuations/index.html
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7b65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7d/s_res_2268.pdf
http://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/john-kerry-secretary-state-joint-press-availability-russian-foreign
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convoy entirely, which might have triggered the humanitarian airdrops threatened by Kerry 

if his deadline went unmet.

Yet UN aid officials in Damascus chose to interpret their mandate in the most narrow and 

proregime manner possible, allowing the regime to follow the letter of the mandate but not 

the spirit. Similar complaints were heard from activists in neighboring Moadamiya in late 

2013, when the siege of that town was at its worst:

You know what? This regime takes the prize for trickery. I’m not sure if most people 

outside Syria understand how amazingly deceitful this regime is with its media spin. I 

mean who would have thought you could take a straightforward demand, “Food, now,” 

and twist it by basically saying: “You will take only these scrapings of food, directly 

from our bloodstained hands that have been murdering you, and you will do it now, 

on our degrading terms.” Then, they will boast in front of the world that they’re giving 

us “food,” and try to destroy the momentum we are gaining for serious international 

humanitarian aid.37

The Assad regime was indeed successful in curbing international momentum in Daraya, 

Moadamiya, and elsewhere, and UN aid officials played a role in assisting the process. Their 

dilatory approach toward delivering aid to besieged areas has helped the regime to enforce 

its sieges; this slowness contrasts with their later vigorous efforts to evacuate civilians, 

after ceasefires are signed, aboard the now-notorious “green buses”38 that provided de facto 

logistical support for sectarian cleansing.

Furthermore, the UN has allowed its ostensibly objective estimates of the number of 

civilians under siege to be manipulated by the Assad regime. This problem was initially 

brought to light when images of the abject suffering of besieged Madaya residents reached 

global attention in early 2016. It emerged that, only months earlier, the UN secretary-general 

had released a report on the implementation of UN resolutions in Syria that failed to list 

Madaya as besieged.39

Although over two thousand residents were ultimately evacuated40 from Zabadani and 

Madaya, this UN report found only five hundred besieged persons in the district of 

Zabadani, where the towns of Zabadani and Madaya are both located. Only after gruesome 

images from Madaya triggered a global furor did the UN Office for the Coordination of 

Humanitarian	Affairs	(OCHA)	admit	that	they	had	been	denied	access	to	Madaya	since	

October 2015,41	soon	after	Hezbollah	sent	civilians	to	Madaya	to	starve.	Scandal	erupted	

when a scathing Foreign Policy	report	published	in	late	January	2016	found	that	OCHA,	

“after consulting the Syrian government, altered dozens of passages and omitted pertinent 

information to paint the government of Bashar al-Assad in a more favorable light.”42 This 

suppression of the facts continues. In June 2018, the New York Times revealed that “horrific 

https://stopthesiege.wordpress.com/page/4/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/30/world/middleeast/once-propelled-by-hope-for-a-modern-syria-green-buses-now-run-on-tears.html
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7b65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7d/s_2015_962.pdf
http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7b65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7d/s_2015_962.pdf
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/04/exchange-residents-begins-evacuation-deal-170414051642212.html
http://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/join-statement-hard-reach-and-besieged-communities-syria-enar
http://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/join-statement-hard-reach-and-besieged-communities-syria-enar
http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/01/27/syria-madaya-starvation-united-nations-humanitarian-response-plan-assad-edited/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/20/world/middleeast/un-syria-eastern-ghouta.html
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details” blaming the Assad regime for chemical attacks and other atrocities in East Ghouta 

were deliberately “left out” of a final report by a UN panel investigating war crimes in 

Syria.43

Finally, UN diplomacy has at times effectively encouraged sieges and sectarian cleansing of 

civilians, as when UN aid coordinator John Ging praised the forced eviction of the residents 

of	Homs	as	“evidence	of	what	can	be	done.”	These	impacts	are	particularly	relevant	to	

Aleppo, which saw some hundred thousand civilians besieged and forcibly displaced in 

2016.

As	early	as	2014,	the	specter	of	starvation	threatened	Aleppo,	Syria’s	largest	city.	Proregime	

forces had been on the cusp of surrounding the city for some time, and the prospect of 

an imminent siege44 was frequently discussed in the media.45 It seemed as though Aleppo 

would soon be subjected to the same kind of local ceasefire that had been signed in 

Homs,	Daraya,	and	elsewhere.	Yet	instead	of	treating	this	as	a	problem,	de	Mistura	made	

the potential for a local ceasefire in Aleppo46 the centerpiece of his new “freeze zones” 

initiative.47

While de Mistura undoubtedly did not intend for civilians in Aleppo to starve, the 

congruence between his freeze zones initiative and the regime’s local ceasefires strategy 

left de Mistura’s diplomacy highly vulnerable to regime exploitation—a fact that I warned 

his office of at the time.48 Sure enough, Assad tried to fold the freeze zones initiative into 

his local ceasefires military strategy by accepting de Mistura’s proposal and cutting the 

last supply line to Aleppo on the same day.49 De Mistura, compounding his previous 

errors, chose to minimize developments on the ground and market this development 

as a diplomatic breakthrough; rebels launched a fierce counterattack and rejected  

the deal.50

The next time the fate of Aleppo hung in the balance was in the summer of 2016. After a 

year of additional efforts with heavy Russian support, proregime forces had managed to cut 

the last main rebel supply line to Aleppo, which ran north of the city, in February 2016.51 

But in July and August, rebels launched what they called the “Great Battle of Aleppo” and 

managed to open a new supply line from the south. Amid a regime counterattack and heavy 

fighting, de Mistura again called for a truce52 to allow for aid deliveries to both regime and 

opposition areas of Aleppo.

A problem soon emerged, however: the UN insisted on delivering aid only using 

Castello Road—the final road captured by the regime—because it was “the safest and 

most direct route.”53 The UN ignored the strenuous objections of Aleppo activists and 

the democratically elected Aleppo City Council that by using Castello Road rather than 

the newly opened southern road, the UN would be cementing the Assad regime’s siege of 

Aleppo.54

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/20/world/middleeast/un-syria-eastern-ghouta.html
http://www.latimes.com/world/middleeast/la-fg-syria-aleppo-siege-20141123-story.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/23/syria-battle-for-aleppo
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-30476378
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2014/10/un-envoy-proposes-syria-fighting-freeze-201410316401831395.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2014/10/un-envoy-proposes-syria-fighting-freeze-201410316401831395.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mohammed-alaa-ghanem/the-un-is-walking-into-a-_b_6194760.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mohammed-alaa-ghanem/the-un-is-walking-into-a-_b_6194760.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/18/world/middleeast/syrian-forces-try-to-cut-supply-route-to-aleppo-as-hezbollahs-role-grows.html?_r=0
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/20/aleppo-ceasefire-assad-un
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/syria-civil-war-assad-s-forces-cut-off-last-rebel-supply-line-to-aleppo-raising-fears-of-huge-a6851776.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/syria-civil-war-assad-s-forces-cut-off-last-rebel-supply-line-to-aleppo-raising-fears-of-huge-a6851776.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/08/syria-war-calls-truce-aid-aleppo-160821052204413.html
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=54758
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=54758
http://syriadirect.org/news/which-road-to-aleppo-opposition-refuses-aid-delivery-via-castello-road/
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Had	the	UN	heeded	these	objections	and	insisted	on	using	the	southern	Ramousa	Road,	or	

both roads, to deliver aid, the regime’s “starve or surrender” plan for Aleppo might have 

been thwarted. Instead, as in the previous year, UN proposals for an Aleppo freeze or truce 

increased pressure on the opposition and meshed with the regime’s forced displacement 

strategy. The regime soon recaptured Ramousa Road, enforced a full siege, and launched a 

bloody final offensive in which women killed themselves to avoid rape by regime forces55 

and aid workers lost count of the dead, before all residents of opposition-held Aleppo were 

displaced to Idlib in what was essentially another local ceasefire.

Even as UN investigators find Assad responsible for chemical attacks,56 recently leaked UN 

documents57 seem to suggest that the United Nations’ reconstruction plans for Aleppo were 

heavily influenced by the Assad regime. Leaving the reconstruction of the city Assad so 

wantonly destroyed under his direction will only further entrench the displacement of tens 

of thousands of former residents. This is hardly a surprise to those of us who have watched 

UN Syria operations closely, however. As one former UN official told the Guardian, every UN 

agency has hired at least “one person who is a direct relative of a Syrian official.”58

Russia’s De-escalation Zones: Scaling Up

In summer 2017, only months after earning bipartisan praise for Tomahawk strikes on the 

Assad regime in retaliation for a nerve gas attack on the town of Khan Sheikhun, President 

Trump made his first major stumble in Syria policy. Trump agreed with Vladimir Putin 

on	a	“de-escalation	zone”	for	the	southwest	Syrian	provinces	of	Daraa	and	Quneitra.	This	

agreement, by extension, also ratified the broader Russian de-escalation zones plan that 

was framed as a violence reduction measure but was in fact a scaling-up of previous local 

ceasefires, with the same problematic ulterior motives.

The Russian de-escalation zones were declared in May 2017, ostensibly to stop violence 

in the four main opposition pockets left in Syria: Idlib province and its environs, Daraa 

and	Quneitra	provinces,	the	northern	suburbs	of	Homs,	and	the	East	Ghouta	suburbs	of	

Damascus. These de-escalation zones were an outgrowth of the Astana diplomatic process, 

which was jointly administered by Russia, Iran, and Turkey and was notable for its silence 

on the need for a political transition.

The de-escalation zones proposal was initially appealing in that, for a time at least, it 

reduced attacks by the Assad regime on many Syrian opposition population centers, 

particularly	Idlib,	Daraa,	and	Homs.	However,	because	these	zones	included	no	path	to	

a nationwide transition plan and established neither enforcement mechanisms nor links 

between different zones, the Russian de-escalation proposal essentially amounted to four 

large-scale local ceasefires enacted simultaneously. This means that the zones were subject 

to the same abuses and revisions of terms found in previous local ceasefires signed by the 

regime.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/women-in-aleppo-choose-suicide-over-rape-rebels-report
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/26/world/middleeast/syria-chemical-khan-shekhoun.html
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/11/16/un-allowing-assad-government-to-take-lead-in-rebuilding-aleppo.html
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/11/16/un-allowing-assad-government-to-take-lead-in-rebuilding-aleppo.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/28/un-hires-assads-friends-and-relatives-for-syria-relief-operation
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Furthermore, the Russian proposal contained a time bomb, about which I tried to warn 

State Department officials: the plan excluded the two opposition territories in the Syrian 

Desert,	the	Tanf	region	on	the	Syrian-Jordanian	border	and	the	East	Qalamoun	region	north	

of Damascus. The exclusion of these zones came at a time when the Pentagon-backed Free 

Syrian Army rebels near Tanf military base were actively competing with Iranian proxies 

over control of the desert. Rebels at Tanf were trying at the time to relieve their counterparts 

in	the	Qalamoun	region	north	of	Damascus	suffering	under	a	long-standing	Islamic	State	

siege, while boxing in Iranian proxies who sought to traverse the same territory to secure a 

ground	route	to	the	Mediterranean	and	to	Hezbollah	strongholds	in	Lebanon.	Yet	because	

of enactment of the Russian de-escalation zone and American acquiescence, the opposite 

occurred: by facilitating regime redeployments to the desert, the zone empowered the 

Iranian proxies and compromised the Pentagon-backed rebels.

The day the zones were announced, the Assad regime’s elite Tiger Forces militia redeployed 

from	the	northern	Hama	suburbs	(adjoining	the	Idlib	de-escalation	zone)	to	the	outskirts	

of the desert city of Palmyra59 and began attacking not ISIS, but Pentagon-backed rebels 

who had been making rapid gains against ISIS.60 Rebel forces were ultimately surrounded 

after the Iranian-backed Fatimiyun Division joined the fight, prompting a celebratory 

visit to Fatimiyun fighters61	by	Iranian	Revolutionary	Guards	head	Qassem	Suleimani.

Pentagon officials, perhaps unaware of the import of these developments, later signaled 

their consent when spokesman Ryan Dillon said, “If they [regime forces] want to fight ISIS 

in Abu Kamal and they have the capacity to do so, then that would be welcomed. We as a 

coalition are not in the land-grab business.”62

The referenced town of al-Bukamal (Abu Kamal), which lies on the Syria-Iraq border, was 

then the final major town to be captured by pro-Iran fighters to complete their corridor. 

It	indeed	fell	to	Iranian	proxies	in	late	2017,	with	US-listed	terror	group	Ketaib	Hezbollah	

(backed by Iran’s revolutionary guard known as the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corp, IRGC)63 

directly involved and Suleimani himself reportedly in command.64 Nailing in the final peg in 

the Iranian corridor also allowed the regime to fully protect itself from the east, where there 

remained only Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) fighters subject to a different US-Russian 

deconfliction agreement. This in turn freed up regime fighters to turn their attention on the 

de-escalation zones in western Syria. It was time to detonate the Russian time bomb.

The End of the De-escalation Zones

Though Russia furnished the innocuous twin goals of “violence reduction” and “fighting 

ISIS” as justification for the de-escalation zones, the actual purpose and terms of these zones 

were ambiguous almost from the beginning. For instance, after announcing de-escalation 

zones in four regions of Syria simultaneously, Russia proceeded to negotiate separate 

agreements concerning the East Ghouta65	and	north	Homs	regions,66 with inferior terms 

https://www.almasdarnews.com/article/exclusive-tiger-forces-deploy-palmyra-front-massive-offensive/
https://twitter.com/QalaatAlMudiq/status/856217635297669121
http://www.thetower.org/5072-breaking-iran-on-verge-of-land-link-to-mediterranean/
https://www.voanews.com/a/united-states-would-welcome-effective-syrian-effort-defeat-islamic-state/3913697.html
https://www.voanews.com/a/united-states-would-welcome-effective-syrian-effort-defeat-islamic-state/3913697.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U02cz7J0pX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cx613Aq1tUY
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/07/russia-ceasefire-deal-agreed-syria-ghouta-170722215635284.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-russia/russia-announces-de-escalation-zone-north-of-syrias-city-of-homs-idUSKBN1AJ0S6
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for the opposition in both areas. In an added layer of murkiness, the East Ghouta ceasefire 

was initially made only with the Jaish al-Islam rebel group, which provided a pretext for 

the regime to continue launching attacks67 on territories in Ghouta controlled by the local 

Free Syrian Army branch. Russia also negotiated a separate deal for southwest Syria with 

President Trump,68	covering	Daraa	and	Quneitra	provinces,	as	well	as	the	Syria-Israel	border	

areas	in	Quneitra	province.

Yet the Syrian regime, Russia, and Iran no more intended to honor the de-escalation zones 

than they had the previous local ceasefires. As the regime conquered more territory in eastern 

Syria, protected its rear from attacks, and denied US-backed rebels a base, it grew more 

confident and gradually increased attacks on these zones in a strategy that had already 

been tried and tested in Madaya, Zabadani, Wadi Barada, Barzeh, and Waer.

First came Idlib province, where Russia resumed air raids as early as September 2017 to 

kick off a new regime offensive. The offensive made gradual gains over the next two 

months, with multiple instances of probable ISIS-regime collaboration, in which large 

numbers of ISIS fighters attacked the opposition from what had formerly been regime 

front lines, or vice versa. Russia escalated its air strikes in December—around the time it 

declared victory against ISIS—to enable the regime to break through opposition front lines 

and quickly capture the key air base of Abu al-Duhur. The regime made further advances 

in January 2018, capturing wide swathes of villages south of Aleppo, such that today the 

major population centers in Idlib and the three million residents and Internally Displaced 

Persons (IDPs) in that de-escalation zone are under threat.

Next	came	the	Hermon	Mountains,	an	opposition	pocket	in	southwest	Syria	within	the	

purview of President Trump’s de-escalation zone agreement with Putin. In late November 

2017,	the	Assad	regime	escalated	low-level	skirmishes	against	rebel	forces	in	Hermon	into	

a major offensive, leading ultimately to the surrender and displacement of the opposition 

in	Hermon	in	January	2018.	This	surrender	gave	Hezbollah	its	first	foothold	directly	on	the	

Israeli-Syrian border. Israeli alarm over the Iranian presence in Syria has grown steadily in 

recent	months,	and	Hezbollah’s	continued	successes	despite	a	declared	de-escalation	zone	

in	Hermon	certainly	did	not	deter	Iran	and	its	proxies	from	escalation.

East Ghouta was the first major de-escalation zone in which Russia not only violated the 

local ceasefire but helped liquidate the zone entirely. Regime attacks on Ghouta never 

really ceased, and the regime leveraged its previous capture of Barzeh—which deprived the 

Ghouta suburbs of their main smuggling link into Damascus—to gradually tighten the 

siege.69 The final assault on Ghouta began in February, with widespread Russian attacks on 

hospitals and bomb shelters leaving some 1,500 dead. These Russian scorched-earth tactics 

were integral to the offensive, which culminated in the forced displacement of tens of 

thousands of residents—in a local-ceasefire-type deal—and a nerve gas attack on the town 

of Douma that left over seventy dead and triggered international strikes.

https://syria.chathamhouse.org/research/russia-muscles-in-on-de-escalation-zones
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/07/us/politics/syria-ceasefire-agreement.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/07/us/politics/syria-ceasefire-agreement.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/10/syrian-regime-traps-400000-civilians-east-ghouta-171023072533308.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/10/syrian-regime-traps-400000-civilians-east-ghouta-171023072533308.html
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The Syrian regime parlayed the shocking brutality of its conquest of Ghouta into a wider 

displacement and terrorization campaign directed at other opposition pockets. Just as 

Wadi Barada residents were forced to agree to a local ceasefire and forced displacement 

under threats of Aleppo-style slaughter, residents of opposition neighborhoods in southern 

Damascus	and	eastern	Qalamoun	were	threatened	with	“another	Ghouta”	until	they	

succumbed.	Syrian	regime	and	Russian	threats	against	the	northern	Homs	de-escalation	

zone, after Russia unilaterally declared the zone “expired,” paved the way for the eventual 

elimination of this zone as well.

With Daraa currently facing an all-out assault from the Assad regime, Iran, and Russia, 

and the same truculent threats of “another Ghouta,” only Idlib remains of the de-escalation 

zones. On July 6, Assad regime forces entered the Nasib border crossing70 with Jordan 

for the first time since 2015 after forcing rebels in Daraa into a deal ceding control over 

the border with Jordan.71 The forced agreement, negotiated between a rebel delegation 

and Russia, came after regime advances72 toward the border under Russian air cover. The 

deal also requires rebels to relinquish heavy weapons and, in some cases, become local 

police73 under formal regime control. On July 12, the regime entered Daraa city74 itself 

and	flew	its	flag	over	the	“birthplace	of	the	Syrian	Revolution.”	Hundreds	of	civilians	have	

been killed in the attacks and at least two hundred thirty thousands have been displaced 

according to UN estimates.75 On July 16, standing next to President Trump in a joint press 

conference	in	Helsinki,	Russian	President	Vladimir	Putin	declared	that	Russia	was	“crushing	

terrorists in the south west of Syria.”

Conclusion

Whether under the guise of “local ceasefires,” “freeze zones,” or “de-escalation zones,” 

the Assad regime’s ceasefire strategy—which is first and foremost a military strategy—

has enabled the regime to achieve military dominance by subduing urban centers 

and alleviating manpower shortages. At present, the Assad regime and its allies, with 

acquiescence from the international community and heavy reliance on its local ceasefires 

scheme for systematic sectarian cleansing, is in a stronger military position than at 

any	point	since	the	start	of	armed	conflict.	Homs	and	Aleppo,	two	of	the	three	largest	

cities in Syria, have risen and fallen as revolutionary centers amid wholesale population 

displacement by Assad and his allies. Iconic revolutionary protest centers in highly 

strategic areas such as Daraya and Zabadani have seen their populations besieged, 

starved, and forcibly displaced. Russian de-escalation zones since the fall of Aleppo have 

enabled	Assad	to	repeat	the	feat	in	the	northern	suburbs	of	Homs	and	the	East	Ghouta	

suburbs of Damascus, with a potentially even more devastating offensive on Daraa 

ongoing.

In many of these areas, displaced civilians have had their belongings looted and placed 

on sale at “Sunni markets,” while highly sectarian policies concerning refugee return and 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/syrian-forces-reach-jordanian-border-crossing-as-rebels-negotiate-surrender/2018/07/06/30d467a4-8129-11e8-b3b5-b61896f90919_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.881b5968305e
https://sacouncil.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a370681cdfeba492d985a66ac&id=df1f53b215&e=fb8922163e
https://sacouncil.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a370681cdfeba492d985a66ac&id=df1f53b215&e=fb8922163e
https://www.enabbaladi.net/archives/239393
https://sacouncil.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a370681cdfeba492d985a66ac&id=dbba820bb0&e=fb8922163e
https://sacouncil.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a370681cdfeba492d985a66ac&id=dbba820bb0&e=fb8922163e
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resettlement have been put in place. Often, mass killings and forcible disappearances have 

been widespread as regime forces moved in.

Even if all fighting in Syria stopped tomorrow and the prerevolution veneer of peace 

returned to the land, the cities Assad conquered would remain deeply wounded and the 

refugees he displaced would still be uprooted from their homes. Assad himself has said this. 

In a speech to parliament on July 26, 2015, he stated that “Syria is not for those who hold 

passports . . .  but for those who defend it.”76 As the Assad regime, Russia, and Iran’s final 

bloody offensive in Aleppo was under way, Assad remarked, “You have to keep cleaning this 

area and push the terrorists to Turkey to go back to where they came from, or to kill them.”77 

Similarly, soon after regime troops reached the main eastern Syrian city of Deir Ezzor, then 

top general for eastern Syria Issam Zahreddine threatened, “To those who fled to other 

countries, I beg you don’t ever return, because even if the government forgives you, we will 

never forgive or forget. If you know what is good for you, none of you would return.”78 Policy 

makers may have no interest in confronting Assad or his allies, but if they wish to solve the 

Syrian refugee crisis, they must grapple with the full implications of these statements.

The Assad regime’s vision for a final peace in Syria is merely a scaled-up version of the 

local ceasefires and sectarian cleansing that have already taken place across Syria. Expert 

analyses advocating an inkblot strategy and diplomatic UN initiatives for local “freeze 

zones,” or—in the current parlance, as coined by Russian diplomats at the Astana talks—

“de-escalation zones,” play directly into the hands of the Assad regime and have worsened 

sectarian displacement. The Assad regime’s nerve gas massacre, then forced displacement, in 

Douma better embodies the regime’s ultimate vision for these ceasefires than the rose-tinted 

analyses embraced by far too many policy makers over the years.

In April 2018, the Assad regime announced Decree 10, a new law that enables the regime 

to designate areas within Syria for “redevelopment.”79 This designation triggers a thirty-day 

window for displaced former residents to either register their property at a local regime 

office or face the loss of that property. Since the areas most in need of redevelopment are 

areas devastated by regime bombardments, it can be expected that most redeveloped areas 

will be former opposition bastions and that most absentees from these areas left to escape 

the regime. For such residents to return to their old locales and identify themselves at a 

local regime office is tantamount to suicide. As such, Decree 10 will ensure their permanent 

displacement and dispossession. But these regions will not lie abandoned; leaks from sources 

in the regime to the opposition website Zaman al-Wasl in April 2018 indicated that some 

two hundred thousand Iranians have obtained Syrian passports in recent months and plan 

to become Syrian citizens.80 The final endgame of local ceasefires is thus sectarian cleansing 

and repopulation by Iran and IRGC proxies.

Perhaps we can chalk up the Trump administration’s enthusiasm for de-escalation zones a 

year ago as a symptom of policy inertia. After all, these zones were a direct outgrowth of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5Gznln1LHY
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/14/aleppo-must-be-cleaned-declares-assad-amid-outcry-over-bloody-siege
https://www.memri.org/tv/syrian-general-threatens-refugess
https://timep.org/commentary/with-new-law-assad-tells-syrians-not-to-come-home/
http://www.syrianobserver.com/EN/News/34041/Regime_Issued_Syrian_Passports_Iranian_Militants_Sources
http://www.syrianobserver.com/EN/News/34041/Regime_Issued_Syrian_Passports_Iranian_Militants_Sources
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the Astana Process begun under President Barack Obama. But now that the failure of these 

zones is clear to all and even the zone directly negotiated by President Trump is under 

attack, the Trump administration must square with the realities behind de-escalation zones 

and local ceasefires. Despite their names, they are not violence reduction measures but 

military strategies that undermine American interests by appealing to American desires for 

stability in the region.

Iran got its corridor because of the de-escalation zones and is now pivoting both its drones 

and its troops in Israel’s direction. The largest Israeli strikes on Syria since the 1973 Yom 

Kippur War were carried out earlier this year in reaction to Iranian entrenchment in Syria—

with many areas where Iran acquired or cemented control only as a result of de-escalation 

zones among the targets. Just over a week into the Syrian regime’s assault on Daraa, Iranian 

commanders have already been seen on the front lines alongside Russian generals despite 

intensive diplomacy by America and its allies to prevent such a development.

The Russia-Iran-regime offensive on Daraa forced over 230,000 from their homes while 

eliminating vast swathes of the “de-escalation zone” negotiated between Putin and Trump 

directly. At the time of writing, the only areas left of the southwest Syria “de-escalation zone” 

are packed with displaced persons, leaving the possibility of a humanitarian catastrophe if 

these areas were to be captured. Unless the president is willing to enforce what’s left of the 

Daraa “de-escalation zone” and signal clear US commitment to prevent an attack on Idlib, 

the worst massacres of the war and an unprecedented refugee displacement even by current 

standards may yet be ahead of us.

Unless it wishes to continue to delude itself, the international community ought to draw 

hard lessons from the Syrian tragedy, chief among which is that protection of civilians 

can only follow from robust and concrete protection measures, rather than from grasping 

frantically at bogus peace deals.
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